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Take control of your print environment with Muratec MFPs and PaperCut™ MF.
PaperCut MF is an intuitive, costeffective print accounting and
management software, designed to
help companies take total control of their print environment.
From device authentication to secure print release and job
routing, offices that deploy PaperCut MF operate more
securely, efficiently and cost-effectively.

•

Key benefits

•

• “ Find-Me” secure print release protects the privacy of
confidential documents while eliminating unclaimed printouts.
Find-Me printing lets the user decide which printer or
multifunctional device to use by utilizing a proximity card or
entering login credentials at any PaperCut-enabled device.
• Multifunction support – PaperCut MF not only gives
you full control of Muratec MFP print functions, but also
manages off the glass copying, document scanning and
fax transmissions.
• Eliminate waste – PaperCut MF helps organizations control
costs by eliminating the stacks of unclaimed pages that sit
in MFP output trays, often making their way into unsecured

•
•

trash or recycling bins. Additional waste controls can enforce
individual print limits, require duplex (2-sided) printing and
redirect print jobs to more cost-effective devices.
Cost accounting – The ability to bill clients or internal
departments for print and copy expenses is vital to
reducing expenses and boosting profitability in printintensive environments.
Intuitive operation – Modifying employee behavior is one
of the hardest tasks to accomplish when deploying new
technology and processes. PaperCut MF is regarded as the
one of the simplest systems of its kind to configure, deploy
and manage.
Powerful dashboards and reporting – With instant access to
more than 50 reports, PaperCut MF delivers the details to
help you make educated decisions about print environments.
Licensed for Muratec MFPs – PaperCut has certified that
the Muratec MFX-3535 and MFX-3595 have been licensed
for PaperCut MF. Companies can confidently deploy these
MFPs into their PaperCut managed print environment.

Before PaperCut MF

After PaperCut MF

Benefits

Stacks of uncollected printouts sitting in
printer and multifunction device output trays

Unclaimed jobs are automatically deleted from
the queue at specified intervals

Eliminates paper waste; keeps documents
from being viewed by unauthorized users

Unauthorized viewing of print jobs in the
MFP output tray

Printouts released only when user is physically
at the MFP

Confidential information remains safe
and secure

No print policies in place: jobs sent based
on convenience, not cost; jobs printed
single-sided; no controls on color printing

Print jobs are automatically routed to more costeffective devices, color jobs are converted to
monochrome and duplex (2-sided) printing is forced

Print costs are reduced, printing habits
automatically modified and paper waste
is eliminated

No access control on printers and
multifunction devices

Proximity cards used to authenticate on print
devices

Increased device and document security,
eliminated paper waste from unclaimed jobs

Unstructured print environment did not
allow for proper budgeting and accurate
cost distribution

Ability to track printing by user, department
and client; actual print costs calculated for
annual budgeting

Structured print environment controlled
costs, created profit centers (client bill back)
and assisted in more accurate budgeting

